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Abstract. Link based authority analysis is an important tool for ranking re-
sources in social networks and other graphs. Previous work have presented J
X
P,
a decentralized algorithm for computing PageRank scores. The algorithm is de-
signed to work in distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. How-
ever, thedynamics ofthe P2Pnetworks, one ifitsmaincharacteristics, iscurrently
not handled by the algorithm. This paper shows how to adapt J
X
P to work under
network churn. First,we present a distributed algorithm that estimates the number
of distinct documents in the network, which is needed in the local computation of
the PageRank scores. We then present a method that enables each peer to detect
other peers leave and to update its view of the network. We show that the number
of stored items in the network can be efﬁciently estimated, with little overhead on
the network trafﬁc. Second, we present an extension of the original J
X
P algorithms
that can cope with network and content dynamics. We show by a comprehensive
performance analysis the practical usability of our approach. The proposed es-
timators together with the changes in the core J
X
P components allow for a fast
and authority score computation even under heavy churn. We believe that this is
the last missing step toward the application of distributed PageRank measures in
real-life large-scale applications.
1 Introduction
The peer-to-peer (P2P) approach facilitates the sharing of huge amounts of data in a
distributedandself-organizingway. Thesecharacteristicsofferenormouspotentialben-
eﬁt for search capabilities powerful in terms of scalability, efﬁciency, and resilience to
failures and dynamics. Additionally, a P2P search engine can potentially beneﬁt from
the intellectual input (e.g., bookmarks, query logs, click streams, etc.) of a large user
community participating in the data sharing network. Finally, but perhaps even more
importantly, a P2P search engine can also facilitate pluralism in informing users about
Internet content, which is crucial in order to preclude the formation of information-
resource monopolies and the biased visibility of content from economically powerful
sources.
A conceivable, very intriguing application of P2P computing is Web search. The
functionality would include search for names and simple attributes of ﬁles, but also
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Google-style keyword or even richer XML-oriented search capabilities. It is important
to point out that Web search is not simply keyword ﬁltering, but involves relevance
assessment and ranking search results. We envision an architecture where each peer
can compile its data at its discretion, according to the user’s personal interests and
data productionactivities (e.g., publications, blogs, news gathered from different feeds,
Web pages collected by a thematically focused crawl). Queries can be executed locally
on the small-to-medium personalized corpus, but they can also be forwarded to other,
appropriately selected, peers for additional or better search results.
Inpreviousworks[25,26],wehavepresentedtheJX
P algorithmfordecentralizedcom-
putationofglobalPageRankscoresinaP2Pnetwork.ItworksbycombininglocalPageR-
ankcomputationatpeersandexchangeofmessagesinthenetwork.Theauthorityscores
obtained with JX
P are proved to converge to the global PageRank scores that one would
obtain by running the PageRank algorithm in the union of all contents in the network.
However the algorithm currently does not handle one of the main characteristics of
P2P networks, namely their dynamic nature. Peers are constantly joining and leaving
the network, meaning that the fully content is not always available. Moreover, peers
might change what they store, for instance a user can become interested in a different
topicandstarttostoreinformationaboutthisnewtopicinstead.Thishasabigimpacton
the computation of authority scores, since the endorsement links might as well change.
In this work we propose methods to adapt the JX
P algorithm to work under dynam-
ics. The dynamics considered here can be of one of the two types: network dynam-
ics and content dynamics. Network dynamics refers to changes on the peer population
since nodes are continuously joining and leaving the system. Content dynamics refers
to changes on the what is stored by the peers.
This paper is organizedas follows. Section 3 brieﬂy reviews the basic principles and
properties of JX
P. Section 4 shows how global statistics can be gathered using small sta-
tistical sketchesthatare piggy-backedontotheexistingcommunication.These statistics
are of fundamentalimportance to adjust the algorithm to work under dynamics. Section
5 addresses exactly these countermeasures to avoid inaccurate PageRank estimations
when the underlying data changes due to node failures/departures or changing data.
Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an
overview on ongoing and future work.
2 Related Work
Link-basedauthorityrankinghas receivedgreatattentionin the literature.Goodsurveys
of the many improvementsand variations are given in [9,20,7,5].
The basic idea of PageRank [8] is that if page p has a link to page q then the author
of p is implicitly endorsing q, i.e., giving some importance to page q.H o wm u c hp
contributes to the importance of q is proportionalto the importance of p itself.
This recursive deﬁnition of importance is captured by the stationary distribution of
a Markov chain that describes a random walk over the graph, where we start at an
arbitrary page and in each step choose a random outgoing edge from the current page.
To ensure the ergodicity of the chain, random jumps among pages are allowed, with
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With the adventof P2P networks [1,31,27,28] a lot of research has been dedicated to
distributed link analysis techniques has been growing.
In [32] Wang and DeWitt presented a distributed search engine framework, in which
the authority score of each page is computed by performing the PageRank algorithm
at the Web server that is the responsible host for the page, based only on the intra-
server links. They also assign authority scores to each server in the network, based
on the inter-server links, and then approximate global PageRank values by combining
local page authority scores and server authority values. Wu and Aberer [33] pursue a
similarapproachbasedonalayeredMarkovmodel.Bothoftheseapproachesareinturn
closely related to the work by Haveliwala et al. [17] that postulates a block structure of
the link matrix andexploitsthis structure for faster convergenceof the globalPageRank
computation.
Other techniques [19,11] for approximating PageRank-style authority scores with
partial knowledge of the global graph use state-aggregation technique from the station-
ary analysis of large Markov chains. A storage-efﬁcientapproach to computing author-
ity scores is the OPIC algorithm developed by Abiteboul et al. [2]. This method avoids
having the entire link graph in one site, which, albeit sparse, is very large and usually
exceeds the available main memory size. The above mentioned approaches however,
are not focused on P2P networks, therefore the issue of dynamics is not addressed.
In [29], Sankaralingam et al. presented a P2P algorithm in which the PageRank
computation is performed at the network level, with peers constantly updating the
scores of their local pages and sending these updated values through the network. Shi
et al. [30] also compute PR at the network level, but they reduce the communication
among peers by distributing the pages among the peers according to some load-sharing
function.
Counting the number of distinct elements in a multiset has been a well studied prob-
lem, in particular in the context of database systems [10,15,12]. The recent work by
Ntarmos et al [23] considers hash sketched based counting of distinct items leverag-
ing a distributed hash table (DHT). Our own prior work [4] considers the estimation
of global document frequency in a P2P Web search engine layered on top of which
is DHT. In the area of unstructured networks, which we consider in our current work,
there have been a lot of research on the so called gossiping algorithms [16,3,18]. The
main idea is to let peers perform random meetings as a background process along with
the actual application. Peers constantly sent values to the others peers and updated ac-
cording to the messages received from the other participants. These approaches are in
particular well suited for the application in JX
P,s i n c eJX
P relies anyway on random peer
meetings. In this paper, we consider a gossip based algorithm based on hash sketches
[15] to estimate the number of distinct documents in the system. This differs from stan-
dard gossip-based aggregation approaches, which usually focus on computing values
such as max, avg,a n dcount.
3J X P B a s i c s
JX
P [26] is an algorithm to compute global authority scores in a decentralized manner.
In [26] the authors give a mathematical proof that the JX
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PageRank authority scores, i.e., the scores that would be obtained by a PageRank com-
putation on a hypothetically centralized combined Web graph over all peers.
Running at each peer, JX
P combines standard PageRank computations on the local
portion of the Web graph with condensed knowledge on the rest of the network, which
is continuously being reﬁned by meetings with other peers. The knowledge about the
non-local partition of the Web graph is collapsed into a single dedicated node that is
added to the local Web graph, the so-called world node. It conceptually represents all
non-local documents of the Web graph.
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Fig.1. Exchanging local knowledge
This is an application of the state-lumping techniques used in the analysis of large
Markov models. All documents of the local Web graph that point to non-local docu-
ments will create an edge to the world node (cf. Figure 1).
Meetings with other peers in the network are used to exchange local knowledge
and to improve the local approximation of global authority scores, as illustrated in
Figure 1. As a peer learns about non-local documents pointing at a local document,
a correspondingedge from the world node to that local documentis inserted into the lo-
cal Web graph1. Each peer locally maintains a list of scores for external documents that
point to a local document. The weight of an edge from the world node to a local docu-
ment reﬂects the authority score mass that is transferred from the non-local document;
if this edge already exists, its weight is updated with the maximum of both scores. The
world node contains an additional self-loop link, representing links within non-local
pages. The JX
P authority score of the world node itself reﬂects the JX
P score mass of
1 Note that such a meeting does not increase the number of nodes of a peer’s local Web graph.40 J. Xavier Parreira, S. Michel, and G. Weikum
all non-local pages. Locally, each peer recomputes its local JX
P scores by a standard
PageRank power iteration on the local Web graph augmented by the world node.
The JX
P algorithm is scalable, as the PageRank power iteration computation is al-
ways performed on small local graphs, regardless of the number of peers in the net-
work. The local storage requirements at each peer are independent from the number of
remote peersthey have previouslymet and the size of the remote (or eventhe complete)
Web graph, i.e., the size of the local Web graph only reﬂects the local crawl. The au-
tonomy of peers is fully preserved by the asynchronous nature of communication and
computation.
Current limitations of the algorithm is that it assumes that (i) the global size of the
graph is known, and (ii) peers and their contents are static through all the computa-
tion. In [25] we addressed (i), showing that a wrong estimation of global size causes
only a rescaling of the JX
P scores, while the ranking order is preserved. For conver-
gence to the true PageRank scores however, the correct graph size is needed. In case
of peer dynamics only, i.e., the Web graph is ﬁxed and peers are constantly leaving
and eventually joining the network again, the convergence guarantees given in [26]
still hold, with the difference that the convergence is slowed down, given that some
peers are not accessible for a certain period. Dealing with content dynamics, i.e., doc-
uments being added to the network or becoming unavailable, gives a more realistic
model, and is the main contribution of this current work. More details can be found in
Section 5.
4 Estimating the Global Number Documents
As mentioned earlier, convergenceto the true PageRank values requires the knowledge
of the total number of documents in the network. In this section we propose a method
for computing such value in a dynamic P2P network.
Instead of a single value, peers initialize a hash sketch [15] that represents the set
of local pages. During a meeting, peers exchange the hash sketches and the local copy
is updated by taking the union of both sketches (local and from the peer met). What
we seek is to have the hash sketches at all peers to be the same and equal to the
sketch that represents the union of all local sets. The size of the network, can then
be estimated at each peer, with error bounds given by the original hash sketch work,
which we will brieﬂy discuss in the following section. Thereafter, we discuss how
this gossiping algorithm can be applied to dynamic settings using a sliding window
approach.
4.1 Hash Sketches
Hash sketches were ﬁrst proposed by Flajolet and Martin in [15] to probabilistically es-
timate the cardinality of a multi set S. Hash sketches rely on the existence of a pseudo-
uniform hash function h() : S → [0,1,...,2L). Durand and Flajolet presented a
similar algorithm in [12] (super-LogLogcounting)which reduced the space complexity
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Brieﬂy, hash sketches work as follows. Let ρ(y):[ 0 ,2L) → [0,L) be the position of
the least signiﬁcant (leftmost) 1-bit in the binary representation of y;t h a ti s ,
ρ(y)=min
k≥0
bit(y,k)  =0 ,y>0
and ρ(0) = L. bit(y,k) denotes the k-th bit in the binary representation of y (bit-
position 0 corresponds to the least signiﬁcant bit). In order to estimate the number n
of distinct elements in a multi set S we apply ρ(h(d)) to all d ∈ S and record the
least-signiﬁcant 1-bits in a bitmap vector B[0...L− 1].S i n c eh() distributes values
uniformly over [0,2L), it follows that
P(ρ(h(d)) = k)=2 −k−1
Thus, when counting elements in an n-item multi set, B[0] will be set to 1 ap-
proximately n
2 times, B[1] approximately n
4 times, etc. Then, the quantity R(S)=
maxd∈Sρ(d) provides an estimation of the value of log2 n. The authors in [15,12]
present analysis and techniques to bound from above the error introduced.Techniques
which provably reduce the statistical estimation error typically rely on employing mul-
tiple bitmaps for each hash sketch, instead of only one. The overall estimation then is
an averaging over the individual estimations produced using each bitmap.
Hash sketches offer duplicate elimination “for free”, or in other words, they allow
counting distinct elements in multi sets. Estimating the number of distinct elements
(e.g., documents) of the union of an arbitrary number of multi sets (e.g., distributed
and autonomous collections) - each represented by a hash sketch synopsis - is easy by
design: a simple bit-wise OR-operation over all synopses yields a hash sketch for the
combined collection that instantly allows us to estimate the number of distinct docu-
ments of the combined collection.
4.2 Estimating Global Counts Using Hash Sketches
In the task of estimating global counts using hash sketches, peers can beneﬁt from the
counts of all the other peers, due to the duplicate aware counting. To make the analysis
tractable, lets assume for now that all peers perform their meetings in a synchronized
way, i.e. after some amountof time, all peershave performedthe same numberof meet-
ings. Consider one particular peer that is about to perform its mth meeting. Obviously,
it hasalreadyperformedm−1meetings in the past, as well as the peer it will meet in its
mth meeting. In total, both peers now double the amount of meetings they are aware of
(recorded in hash sketches). We denote C(m) the number of meetings a peer is aware
of after the mth meeting. It is easy to see that we can also write C(m)=2 (m−1),
i.e., the number of meetings a peer is aware of grows exponentially with the number
of meetings the peer has performed. From a single peer’s point of view, after having
performedm meetings the situation is identical with having had C(m) meetings where
peers do not share information about their previous meetings.
Charikar et al [10] consider the problem of estimating the number of distinct values
in a column of a table. The difference to our scenario is that in a database table, the
number of tuples is known, whereas in a truly distributed large scale system, the total42 J. Xavier Parreira, S. Michel, and G. Weikum
number of peers is unknown. In addition, we know only how many peers or documents
we have seen so far, and not the frequency of observation. In practice, all we have is an
estimate of distinct values given the sampling using meetings and the exchanged hash
sketches, thus we cannot directly apply the estimators from [10]. The estimation of the
number of distinct items, however, in a multi set is a well studied problem (cf., e.g.,
[21]). We will now brieﬂy discuss on how many distinct meetings will in expectation
be among the C(m) meetings.
Applying the results from [21], given C(m) samples of a multi set that contains n
distinct elements, the expected number of elements is
E[distinctItems]=n(1 − e−C(m)/n)
According to [21] it can be derived that
C(m)
n
= ln(
n
n − E[distinctItems]
)
and this expression can be used to get an estimator
∧
n of the total number of distinct
elements n. Then, the variance of the estimator is given by
σ2
∧
n =
n
eC(m)/n − (1 +
C(m)
n )
Hence, to reach an negligible error even for really huge n, we need only few rounds
of peer meeting since C(m) grows exponentially.
How can we now estimate the number of documents we did not see during the es-
timation process. Note that this is not the same as the error in estimating the number
peers (distinct meetings) since the data is not evenly spread across the peers with some
peers being small and some peers being extremely large. Due to the fast estimation pro-
cess, the case that few peers are not observed after some time by the majority of peers
becomes very unlikely.
In practice we do not know the value of C(m) since peers meet asynchronously and
the online time of peers largely varies. In addition, we are of course not aware of n,
the total distinct number of elements (peers or documents) in the system. We have only
an estimate given by the hash sketch based sampling. The reasoning presented above
shows, however, that few iterations are needed to get to a meaningful hash sketch. That
does of course not include any reasoning about the quality of the estimated obtained by
the hash sketches which is given in the original work by Flajolet et al and is thus nicely
orthogonalto our goals.
The number of documents changes here as well as in the case when documents are
leaving the system, numbers can increase or decrease. The former case can be easily
handled by the estimator introduced above. The latter case requires some further im-
provements. Since one can easily add items to a hash sketch but one cannot remove
items from such a sketch, we employ the usage of a time sliding window over multiple
hash sketches. We let each peer keep an array of k hash sketches, ordered by time, the
kth hash sketch is considered to be the “oldest” one. After τ time steps we remove theEfﬁciently Handling Dynamics in Distributed Link Based Authority Analysis 43
oldest sketch and insert an empty one at array position 1. At any time, the current esti-
mate of distinct items is the estimate derived from the hash sketch created by forming
the union of all k sketches. Obviously, newly observed items will be inserted into the
sketch at position 1.
5 Handling Dynamics
Recalling the previous JX
P meeting procedure, a peer selects another peer for a meeting
and contacts this peer. The contacted peer then returns the information that is relevant
to the peerinitiator. This informationconsists of a list of all externalpages knownto the
contactedpeer (local + world node)that contain links to local pages at the peer initiator.
Due to possible overlaps and the asynchronous nature of the algorithm, different peers
might providedifferentscore values for the same page. In these cases, the highest score
is kept, since the correctness proof of the algorithm shows that scores are, at any time
during the computation, upper-bounded by the true PageRank scores, i.e., the scores to
whichtheJX
P scoresconvergeto.Therefore,keepingthehighestvaluesprovidesa speed
up in convergence. In addition, local pages with links to pages outside the local graph
do not need to know the exact location of those, since links to non-local documents
are represented as links to the world node. With dynamics, however, three new events
come into play, and the algorithm needs to detect them: pages can be added, modiﬁed,
or deleted.
5.1 The New World Node
So far we actually did not consider the problemof invalid informationkept in the World
node in case of peers and/or documents leaving the system. One idea would be to keep
for each document in the world node that points to a local page a list of peers that
had reported a score for that particular document. The number of data to keep track at
(bookkeeping) should be constant or growing sub linearly, e.g. in the order of log(N)
like in the case of N peers in a Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [1,31,27,28], where N
is the number of peers in the network. Keeping track of all peers that store a particular
document is out of question, since it would require massive amount of storage caused
by overly popular pages, like for instance, google.com or cnn.com.
Instead of using a sketch based representationto keep track about the peers that have
reported scores for a particular page, we opt for storing the last χ peers that reported a
score, i.e., we store for each document a list of pairs (peerId, score) for the last χ scores
seen for the page, along with the corresponding peer. The parameter χ can depend on
the storage capacity of each peer, but we envision χ to be in order of O(log N).T h i s
limitation to a certain length is reasonable, since the probability that all peers inside a
per-document list leave is small, (analog to the size of “ﬁnger tables” in DHTs). Even
if a peer removes a particular page and that page is actually in the system, it will be
rediscovered, due to the basic JX
P performance. Hence, the actual choice of χ is not
overly crucial for the performance of JX
P.
In addition to remembering external pages with outgoing edges to the local graph,
the world node now needs also to keep track of external pages that are pointed by local44 J. Xavier Parreira, S. Michel, and G. Weikum
pages. This way we can correctly reconstruct both links from and to the world node.
Here we also apply the approach of keeping a list of limited size containing the last χ
peers met that contained the page, but no score is needed, since they do not directly
inﬂuence the local scores.
5.2 JXP Meetings Adapted
In the previousversionofJX
P, the meetingsare of fundamentalimportanceforthe effec-
tiveness and correctness of the algorithm. With dynamics, its role becomes even more
crucial:it is throughthe meetingsthatpeerswillbe able to detectthe changesin the net-
work. As stated before, a change can be of one of the three types: pages can be added,
modiﬁed, or deleted.
Page additionis a trivial problem,since the algorithmis already designedto discover
non-localdocuments.Forspeedingupconvergence,a peeralso sendsinformationabout
pages currently in its world node to the meeting initiator (like in the previous version) .
With scores lists instead of single scores, a decision has to be made about what to send
forthose pages.For keepingmessage costsmall, our solutionis to send a single (peerId,
score)pair per page,wherethe scoreis computedby averagingall scorescurrentknown
for the page. With the limit on the size of the lists, and a fair amount of meetings
performed, old scores will gradually be replaced by updated, better scores, and the
average is then expected to convergeto the correct score of the page. For the peerId, we
can simply choose the most recent peer met for that page, since chances are higher that
this peer will remain for a longer period in the network.
Pagedeletionmightoccurwhenpeersthatreportedinformationforthepagehaveleft
the network or changed their contents. Whenever one of the two happens, the reference
forthatpeerisremovedfromthe worldnode.Ifthelistofpeersforadocumentbecomes
empty, it is assumed that the page no longer exist, and therefore must be removed from
the world node.
It could also happen that a page had its contents modiﬁed, so it could still be reached
but the new information given for that page contradicts previous information. By com-
paring what is already stored on the world node against what is being reported by the
other peer we can detect such events. Changes on the score are not considered, since
peersare constantlyupdatingthis information.What is checkedis whetherthe outgoing
edges have been modiﬁed. If so, the page is initially removed from the world node and
re-added with the new information.
What is left to describe is how to detect when a peer has left the system. In P2P
networks, it is very common that peers temporally leave the network and return to it
a short later. In such situations, we would rather leave the world node unchanged and
wait untilthepeerreturns.Therefore,a singlefailedattempttocontactapeersometimes
might not be an good indication that the peer has left the network indeﬁnitely. Instead,
we keep a counter of number of consecutive failed attempts made to contact a peer,
and only if this number is above a certain threshold, that can be tuned according to the
network behavior, we declare that the peer no longer alive, and its references should be
removed. During a successful attempt this counter is reset.Efﬁciently Handling Dynamics in Distributed Link Based Authority Analysis 45
6 Experiments
6.1 Experimental Setup
JX
P peersareimplementedinJava1.6,thepeers’datacollections(i.e.,theirlocalgraphs)
obtained by performing independent crawls on the eu-2005 dataset, available under
http://law.dsi.unimi.it/, and accessible using the WebGraph framework
[6], available under http://webgraph.dsi.unimi.it/. The dataset was ob-
tained in 2005 by crawling parts of the .eu domain, and contains 862,664 documents
with 19,235,140 links. For a meeting, a peer contacts a randomly chosen peer in the
network, and asks for its current local knowledge.
For evaluating the performance we compare the authority scores given by the JX
P al-
gorithm against the true PageRank scores of pages in the complete collection. Since, in
the JX
P approach, the pages are distributed among the peers and for the true PageRank
computation the complete graph is needed, in order to compare the two approaches
we construct a total ranking from the distributed scores by essentially merging the
score lists from all peers. Since we are trying to evaluate the performance of JX
P un-
der network churn, the evaluation becomes more complicated, since the baseline, i.e.,
thePageRankscoresofallpagescurrentlyavailablein thesystem,is notstatic anymore.
Hence, for every change in the network, we consider the union of all pages currently
in the system, and compute the baseline scores. For each of these points, we let each
active peer also report its current view of the global state. We ignore at runtime how
well JX
P performsand let peers run completely independent,however, each peer reports
after each meeting its current view on the global state. After the run we reconstruct at
any point back in time what documents have been indexed. Then for some points in
time we run the PageRank method for these documents and compare with what peers
reported.
The total top-k ranking given by the JX
P algorithm and the ranking given by tradi-
tional, centralized PageRank are compared using the scaled footrule distance [14,13],
the weights contributionsof elements based on the size of the rankings they are present
in. More formally, given the local ranking τ and the global ranking σ, F(σ,τ)= 
i∈τ |σ(i)/|σ|−τ(i)/|τ||,w h e r eσ(i) and τ(i) are the positions of the page i in the
respective rankings. The measure is normalized by dividing it by |τ|/2.W ea l s ou s ea
linear score error measure, which is deﬁned as the average of the absolute difference
between the JX
P score and the global PR score over the top-k pages in the centralized
PR ranking. In addition, we report on the cosine similarity between the two vectors and
the L1-norm of the vector containing the JX
P scores.
To model peer behavior,we use previousworks [22,24] that have derived mathemat-
icalmodelsthatclosely representthe dynamicsobservedin P2Pnetworks.More specif-
ically, peer joins are expected to follow a Poisson distribution, i.e., the probability that
n peers join the network on the next time interval can be written as Pλ(n)=λ
n
n! e−λ,
where λ is the average number of peers joining the network per time interval. Peer
leaves, in turn, follow an exponential distribution. Given the average number of drop
outs in one time interval (μ), the probability that a peer leaves the network after x time
intervals is F(x)=1− e−μx. Note that the interval between two consecutive Poisson
events also follows an exponential distribution. In the following experiments, we used46 J. Xavier Parreira, S. Michel, and G. Weikum
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Fig.2. Hash sketch based estimation of the number of documents under network churn
thesemodelstogeneratepeerdynamics.Forthecontentdynamics,werandomlychoose
a percentage of the peers and replace their local graphs by performing new crawls.
6.2 Experimental Results
The experimental evaluation consists of two parts. First we report on the performance
of the estimator presented in Section 4. Second, we present results on the performance
of JX
P under dynamics, which is the main focus of this paper.
Figure 2 (left) shows a quality of the document estimator compared to the exact
values, i.e., the number of documents currently in the system. For this experiment, we
simulatedrandompeermeetingswithinasystemof50peers.Eachpeerrandomlydraws
froma poolof 150,000documentsbetween250and1000distinctdocuments.Peersare
eitheractiveorinactive,accordingtotheabovementionedexponentialdistributionsthat
models the peer behavior. Each peer maintains only 4 hash sketches with 210 bitmaps
each, resulting in a negligible storage consumption of 32KByte.A f t e r2 meetings,
each peer shifts the sliding window over the hash sketches by one position, i.e., each
hash sketch is valid only for 2 meetings. As shown in Figure 2 (left), the estimation
accuratelyfollows the exact values, with major drastic ﬂuctuationsbeing smoothedout.
To get a deeper insight about the usability of our estimator inside JX
P, we also report
on the distribution of count estimates, as presented in Figure 2 (right). The variation
between the ﬁrst and the third quartile is remarkably small, indicating that peers nearly
agree on one particular value, which is important for the performance of JX
P. Note that
both ﬁgures shows one particular, representative run, and that it is not smoothed over
multiple runs or multiple parameter choices.
For the experiments with the adapted JX
P we increased the size of the network to
1000 peers. Overlaps among local graphs are allowed, and the collection of all peers
holds in total around 100,000 documents. Peer and content dynamics are introduced in
the system always after a certain number of meetings has occurred in the network. We
considered both successful and unsuccessful meetings for the counter. We then varied
the parameters of the peer churn and content dynamics models, to simulate different
degrees of dynamics.
We present results for two scenarios: Moderate Churn, with join and leave rates of
100/0.1, and a change of the contents of 1% of peers; and Heavy Churn, with join andEfﬁciently Handling Dynamics in Distributed Link Based Authority Analysis 47
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Fig.3. Scaled Footrule distance (left) and Linear Score Error (right)
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leave rates of 200/0.1, and a change of the contents of 5% of peers. For a better un-
derstanding of the impact of dynamics the following results were obtaining without the
use of our document estimator, and peers were artiﬁcially told about the correct size of
the network. Figures 3 and 4 show the results obtained, where the baseline simulates
the case where there is no dynamics.Note that the actual values of the linear score error
arein generalnotmeaningful:sincescores correspondto stationaryprobability,theyare
expected to sum up to one, so if there is an increase of the number of pages in the net-
work,the scoresdrop,whichexplainthebehaviorofthe curve.However,thekeyinsight
obtained here is that the error decreases even under dynamics. The other three accuracy
measures show a very nice performance of JX
P under churn, in particular the L1-norm
nicely follows the baseline, even though the underlying network (data) is not stable.
7C o n c l u s i o n
InthispaperwehaveaddressedtheproblemofcomputingdistributedPageRankauthor-
ity scores with particular emphasis on the key requirementsto address the challengesof
highly dynamic systems. We have identiﬁed the main shortcomings of our JX
P method,
and presented means to extend the algorithm to cope with network dynamics. We have
presentedan estimatorbasedon hashsketchesandslidingwindowsto countthe number
of distinct documents in a dynamic network, which is one of the basic input parame-
ters of JX
P. Secondly, but perhaps even more importantly, we have presented several48 J. Xavier Parreira, S. Michel, and G. Weikum
modiﬁcations to the original JX
P data structures that allow for accurate PageRank com-
putation even under high churn, while keeping storage requirements and message costs
low.Asfutureworkwecanthinkofwaysofautomaticallydetectingthedynamicbehav-
ior that would allow peers to adjust their local settings, for an even better performance.
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